COMMUNITY POLICING

Community policing does not build citizen trust in police or reduce crime in the Global South


INTRODUCTION: More than one-fourth of the world’s population lives in conditions of insecurity because of high levels of crime and violence, especially in the Global South. Although the police are central to reducing crime and violence, they are also often perpetrators of unjust harm against citizens. We investigated the effects of community policing, a set of practices designed to build trust between citizens and police, increase the production of public safety, and reduce crime. Community policing is meant to improve outcomes by increasing engagement between citizens and police through increased foot patrols, community meetings, and the adoption of problem-oriented policing strategies that address concerns raised by citizens. When cooperation leads to effective police responses, this approach reinforces citizen trust and facilitates further cooperation, creating a virtuous cycle. Community policing has been implemented around the world on every continent. However, although there is evidence for its positive effects in rich countries, there is no systematic evidence about whether community policing effectively generates trust and reduces crime in the Global South.

RATIONALE: Working in partnership with local police agencies, we conducted six coordinated field experiments in Brazil, Colombia, Liberia, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Uganda. We collaborated with the police to implement locally appropriate increases in community policing practices. We planned for risks involved in partnering with the police by soliciting reports of police abuse and carefully selecting the areas we worked in and the police units we partnered with. We randomly assigned areas to either the community policing practices or a control group. Our interventions reached approximately 9 million people in 516 treated areas. At end line, we surveyed 18,382 citizens and 874 police officers and obtained crime data from the police. We conducted experiments in multiple settings with common measures to strengthen the generalizability of our findings and pre-registered a joint analysis of the six studies to reduce the risk of publication bias.

RESULTS: Increases in locally appropriate community policing practices led to no improvements in citizen-police trust, no greater citizen cooperation with the police, and no reduction in crime in any of the six sites. Despite a strong commitment from leadership in each context at the outset, the police implemented the interventions unevenly and incompletely. Although citizens reported more frequent and robust exposure to the police in places where community policing was implemented, we have limited evidence of police action in response to citizen reports. Three implementation challenges common to police reforms may have contributed to these disappointing results: a lack of sustained buy-in from police leadership, frequent rotation of police leadership and their officers, and a lack of resources to respond to issues raised by citizens.

CONCLUSION: At a time when police departments around the world are considering reform efforts to foster greater trust between citizens and the police, it is more important than ever to ask hard questions about the evidence base for the most popular reform proposals. In contexts with limited incentives and resources to change, the results of our coordinated experiments deliver a clear message. Community policing does not, at least immediately and on its own, lead to major improvements in citizen-police relations or reductions in crime. Structural reforms to the police may be needed to successfully reduce crime while building greater police accountability to citizens.
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COMMUNITY POLICING

Community policing does not build citizen trust in police or reduce crime in the Global South


Is it possible to reduce crime without exacerbating adversarial relationships between police and citizens? Community policing is a celebrated reform with that aim, which is now adopted on six continents. However, the evidence base is limited, studying reform components in isolation in a limited set of countries, and remaining largely silent on citizen-police trust. We designed six field experiments with Global South police agencies to study locally designed models of community policing using coordinated measures of crime and the attitudes and behaviors of citizens and police. In a preregistered meta-analysis, we found that these interventions led to mixed implementation, largely failed to improve citizen-police relations, and did not reduce crime. Societies may need to implement structural changes first for incremental police reforms such as community policing to succeed.

How can societies effectively reduce crime and insecurity? One important answer begins with the police (1, 2). Since the origins of modern policing in the early 1800s, societies around the world have relied on a professional, uniformed, and regulated authority to prevent crime and maintain order (3). But the creation of modern policing generated problems of its own: the lack of independence of police from political influence (4, 5), the misuse of coercive capability (6, 7), and the challenge of maintaining the respect, approval, and cooperation of the public (8–10). Many policing innovations intended to reduce crime have backfired by eroding citizen-police relations, including stop-and-frisk, zero-tolerance policies, broken windows policing, and militarized policing (11–15).

Perhaps the most celebrated approach in recent decades to address both crime and citizen-police trust has been community policing. Broadly, community policing departs from traditional policing by “involv[ing]” average citizens directly in the police process to build channels of dialogue and improve police-citizen collaboration (16). Community policing programs often involve increasing the frequency of beat patrols, decentralized decision-making, community engagement programs such as town halls, and problem-oriented policing programs to act on information from citizens to prevent crime (17, 18). By expanding opportunities for communication and engagement, community policing is designed to generate trust and build more effective police agencies in environments of low trust (19, 20). The first compelling evidence for the utility of this approach emerged from Chicago’s Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) in the early 1990s. Introduced in stages to facilitate careful study, researchers reported improving conditions in the targeted neighborhoods, better relationships between police and residents, higher levels of community involvement, and greater satisfaction with the police and public services (19). Inspired by these effects, community policing took off in the following years. By 2015, nearly all large US cities of >250,000 people explicitly identified community policing as a core element of their mission (20). Although this commitment to community policing reflected a shared view that the police and public should be “coproducers of safety” and take a proactive approach to crime prevention, the actual strategies deployed across contexts were highly heterogeneous.

A reform that has its origins in practices pioneered in the United States and United Kingdom is increasingly advanced as a solution to the mistrust that characterizes citizen-police relations in many countries in the Global South. Along with hot-spots policing (21), it is one of the United States’ most frequently exported policing practices. Police agencies have implemented community policing on six continents; the policy is promoted locally by police forces and externally by donors (22–24). The International Council of Chiefs of Police encourages police agencies to adopt community policing as “the key operational philosophy in mission statements, strategic plans, and leadership development programs” (25).

In this study, we asked: Can community policing reduce crime and also build trust in the police in the Global South? The challenge in answering this question is that there is no single model of community policing. Instead, community policing is an organizational strategy that involves police and residents working together to set priorities and organize activities. Informed by a commitment to citizen involvement, problem-solving, and decentralization, this organizational strategy necessitates localization, with the specific activities, projects, and programs emerging in each context from dialogue and engagement. As a result, investigating the effects of community policing means asking how police departments operationalize these concepts in different contexts and whether their localized applications have comparable effects. We tackled the challenge of assessing these context-specific effects through a coordinated multisite randomized trial of community policing practices in six contexts across the Global South.

Our results add to an evidence base on community policing that, despite the great enthusiasm of professionals advocating its adoption around the world, is mixed and incomplete. A 2017 review by a panel of the National Academy of Sciences emphasized how difficult it is to generalize about the possible effects of community policing given the highly variable set of activities undertaken by the police in different contexts. Our systematic review identified 43 randomized trials, most of which study two subcomponents of community policing: increasing police presence in communities (e.g., through foot patrols) and problem-oriented policing. The weight of evidence suggests that these interventions reduce crime, but several studies have found mixed or null
results, especially for community-presence interventions. There is little evidence on how these interventions affect perceptions of insecurity or the frequency of police abuse. Moreover, there is little evidence on other standard components of community policing, including community meetings and tielines. Most notably, the studies are mainly from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia. A very small number come from the Global South (26–35).

To study the design and impact of community policing interventions across diverse contexts, we partnered with police departments in Santa Catarina State in Brazil; the city of Medellín in Colombia; Liberia’s capital city, Monrovia; Sorsogon Province in the Philippines; rural areas throughout Uganda; and two districts in Punjab province in Pakistan. We collaborated with the relevant local or national police agency at each site, which implemented a locally appropriate community policing intervention. Informed by global best practices, the interventions had a core set of common elements across all six contexts but also included features that built on existing approaches in each agency. The police implemented the community policing interventions in 707 neighborhoods, districts, and villages, covering ~9 million people. In addition, the six research teams coordinated on an experimental design and harmonized outcome measures of crime, insecurity, and trust in the police, all of which we preregistered. Across the coordinated studies, we investigated whether implementing these community policing practices generated changes in the level of trust in the police, increased cooperation by citizens with the police, and lowered the crime rate, among other outcomes. We measured these outcomes with harmonized surveys of citizens and police officers and using administrative crime data from the police. We interviewed 18,382 citizens and 874 police officers in our postintervention surveys.

We address four shortcomings of the existing evidence base. First, we measured a harmonized and comprehensive set of outcomes including crime rates, citizen perceptions of and cooperation with the police, and police abuse. Without evidence on all of these outcomes from the same studies, it is difficult to determine whether an erosion of trust accompanies decreases in crime rates (if any), or if community policing improves police-community relations. Second, we examined local programs that strive to adopt multiple practices advanced by community policing advocates, including police-community forums, increased police presence in communities, and problem-oriented policing. When studied in isolation, the interactive and cumulative effects of these components, which tend to be implemented together in practice, would be missed. Third, we designed the six studies jointly, preregistered them, and implemented them during the same period, thus increasing our confidence in the comparability of the results and avoiding the widespread challenge of publication bias (36). Finally, this project expands the scope of evidence on community policing to the Global South, where these reforms are increasingly deployed and where there is considerable policy momentum to address high levels of crime and police abuse. By reporting on simultaneous trials in multiple sites, the study provides evidence of the external validity of its findings, which is unusual in the social sciences (37–39).

Our preregistered meta-analysis found that the community policing interventions did not generate greater trust between citizens and the police or reduce crime. We can reject even minor improvements in measures of our primary outcomes. We are also able to reject even minor backfire effects. We designed the interventions in partnership with the police, who were initially committed to fully implementing them, but we document uneven implementation of the planned community policing strategies in practice—a problem that has afflicted community policing programs in the Global North as well. Although there is evidence of increased community engagement through regular meetings, the police did not substantially increase foot patrol frequency in any site, and meeting attendance varied across sites. Community policing practices did not lead to changes in our primary outcomes: crime victimization, perceived future insecurity, perceptions of police, police perceptions of citizens, police abuse, crime reporting, crime tips, or the reporting of police abuse. We did not see reductions in crime, whether measured in administrative data from police blotter or in victimization surveys. We saw some changes in secondary attitudinal outcomes regarding perceived police capacity (Colombia) and perceived police intentions toward citizens (Liberia and Pakistan). In sum, however, locally designed increases in community policing did not lead to the expected changes in any of our six sites, in high- or low-crime communities, or among individuals with high or low baseline levels of trust in the police. In contexts with limited incentives and resources to change, incremental reforms to police practices such as community policing may have to be preceded or complemented by structural reforms to be successful.

Conceptual framework

The theory motivating community policing starts from the idea that citizens are a critical source of valuable information about where crime is happening, who is committing it, and their concerns about suspicious people or activities. This kind of information, when provided consistently, helps the police allocate their time and attention in ways that will prevent crime (40).

When citizens consider whether to cooperate with the police, they weigh the costs of this cooperation against the expected returns (29). Citizens often face search costs: They may not know how or on what issues to engage the police, may need to travel long distances to reach police stations, or may lack access to telephones to call the police. They may also fear retaliation (and judge the police to be unable to protect them). In terms of benefits, citizens have expectations about police capacity or willingness to respond to reports. In environments of high corruption, low capacity, or predatory police behavior, citizens may calculate that the costs of engaging the police exceed the benefits. When citizens do not cooperate with police, police may be less effective, affecting citizen perceptions of police intentions, thus generating a vicious cycle (25, 41).

Community policing aims to break this cycle by shifting the costs and benefits of cooperation and affecting police behaviors. Costs are brought down by increasing the visibility and accessibility of police officers and creating an environment in which it becomes accepted to engage with police. Formal meetings and regular lines of communication reinforce this new norm. Expected benefits are increased by changing perceptions about both the intentions and capacity of the police. By increasing interaction with citizens, community policing may also more directly affect police behavior by increasing the risks of abusing their positions and victimizing citizens or simply by improving intentions toward citizens.

Community policing is hypothesized by scholars and practitioners to affect community-level outcomes and the behaviors of citizens writ large, not only the outcomes for individuals who encounter the police or participated in a community meeting (19, 25). These knock-on effects may happen through others in the neighborhood learning about community meeting events from participants, changes to police behavior, or other general equilibrium effects.

For some practitioners, community policing aims to improve trust between citizens and police, a worthwhile goal on its own, and not necessarily affect levels of insecurity. In our empirical strategy, we are open to this possibility.

Prior evidence on community policing

To assess the existing literature on community policing, we conducted a systematic review of studies since 1970 on the effectiveness of community policing components such as foot patrols and problem-oriented policing. The search, filtering, and coding procedures we used are detailed in the supplementary materials, section A.6.

The review identified 43 randomized trials, the results of which are described in Table 1. Four findings emerge. First, problem-oriented policing likely reduces crime, with typical effects of ~0.25 standard units [see also (42)].
Second, there is mixed evidence about whether community presence reduces crime. Thirteen randomized trials found that it does, but five trials found null results and eight yielded mixed results. Typical effects among the 13 studies were also ~0.25 standard units. Third, the balance of evidence suggests that increasing community presence does not substantially affect citizen perceptions of safety or their views of the police, but the evidence for this is not conclusive. Fourth, it appears, again with limited evidence, that problem-oriented policing may increase perceptions of safety.

This review highlights how much there is to learn about the impacts of community policing (Table 1). Few studies have examined multiple families of outcomes (e.g., crime and perceptions of the police). Although we have collected substantial evidence on how components of community policing affect crime rates, we know little about how perceived insecurity, police abuse, and citizen cooperation with the police are affected.

The bulk of experimental evidence comes from three countries, the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia (74%). Evidence from the Global South is limited; we identified only 10 randomized trials, conducted in Colombia, India, Liberia, and Papua New Guinea. Because each study focused on a unique intervention, e.g., hot-spot policing in Colombia, changes in management practices in India, and increased community patrols in Liberia, comparison is difficult, underscoring the need for a coordinated approach.

Study contexts
This study examined community policing in six contexts in the Global South, which we now briefly describe (see the supplementary materials, section A.1, for further details).

In Brazil, we studied community policing in urban municipalities in wealthy, southern Santa Catarina State. Citizens have experienced high crime rates and victimization by a highly militarized police force. Organized crime is also present. Community policing was not new in Brazil; it was implemented in eight states and the capital starting in 1985 (43). Our program expanded an existing community policing effort begun in 2016: Rede de Vizinhanos, run by the Polícia Militar de Santa Catarina, the main preventive policing organization.

In Colombia, we partnered with the Medellín metropolitan police. The city experienced a marked decrease in crime and police abuse after an era of narco-trafficking and police impunity in the 1980s and 1990s (44). However, surveys reveal persistent distrust of the police. The police now compete (or in some places cooperate) with local gangs known as combos to provide public safety (45). Colombia has a long history with some community policing practices (46). Most recently, a substantial community policing and problem-oriented policing initiative began in 2010 (26, 47, 48).

Our third site was Monrovia, Liberia’s capital city, still suffering the effects of a long-running civil war that ended in 2003. Residents are experiencing high crime rates, and 24% live in neighborhoods with an active local security group unaffiliated with the police. Moreover, the limited reach of the state has left many unfamiliar with the laws and how to report violations to the police. Liberia introduced community policing practices after the end of the war. By creating community watch groups that worked directly with the police, the aim was to rebuild trust in the police and to provide an alternative to vigilantism.

In Pakistan, we partnered with the police in two mixed urban-rural districts in Sheikhupura Region in Punjab Province. Sheikhupura had lower crime rates than our other contexts, but police are among the least-trusted institutions in Pakistan. Pakistani law constrains police capacity to investigate crime; many crimes require magistrate approval for investigation, and difficult-to-obtain eyewitness testimony is a de facto requirement for conviction. Perceptions of police corruption also drive low rates of citizen cooperation. The government introduced two reforms intended to link police with citizens in 2001 and 2002, but implementation was uneven and only robust in affluent areas (49, 50). The police have since piloted community policing practices in several parts of the country, including Sheikhupura district in our study area (51).

Sorsogon Province was the site of our partnership in the Philippines. Most of the province is rural, with its largest urban center, Sorsogon City, home to 20% of the province’s 800,000 people. The national police provide security alongside semiprofessional auxiliary police called Tanods appointed by local leaders. Tanods deal with minor crimes and disputes and day-to-day tasks such as directing traffic. The police are widely present in urban centers but less so in rural areas. The Philippine National Police are associated with President Rodrigo Duterte’s war on drugs. Although there was little drug or anti-drug-related violence in Sorsogon, the reputation of the Philippines police for extrajudicial violence in other provinces eroded citizen trust. A long-running insurgency of the New People’s
Army also threatens the government. The group was present in some rural areas of Sorsogon, which were excluded from our study area. Community policing principles have long been discussed in the Philippines but have not been deeply implemented (32, 33). A more systematic implementation began in 2012 (54) but was limited in scale in our study province. Our intervention builds on a further expansion of community policing practices in the province, labeled the “One Sorsogon” campaign. Officers across the entire force conducted scheduled visits in communities and held informal town hall meetings and one-on-one discussions.

Finally, we partnered with the national police in rural Uganda. As in many authoritarian contexts, the Uganda Police Force serves dual roles: preventing and responding to crime and maintaining the power of the ruling National Resistance Movement party. As a result, levels of trust are low. Crime rates were higher in the rural areas, where we conducted our study, than in Ugandan cities. The police introduced community policing to Uganda in the capital, Kampala, in 1989 and, on paper but not in practice, across the country in 1999. The programs involved light training but little else. A pilot study of more intensive community policing practices in Kampala and four outlying towns began in 2010. That study, which ended in 2018, involved motorcycle and foot patrols, citizen watch teams, and occasional town hall meetings (35).

Our six study sites differ substantially from the Global North contexts where scholars have tested community policing in prior research. They are less democratic (indeed, two are autocracies), less wealthy, and most have a recent history of armed conflict. In several contexts, police share law enforcement responsibility with other formal authorities such as auxiliary police or nonstate enforcers such as vigilante groups. Moreover, in others, the police compete with armed gangs in providing security. As a result of these differences, the impact of community policing may differ from past studies.

However, the six contexts are broadly representative of countries in the Global South in which police are adopting community policing widely. Per capita incomes in our sites encompass the range of low to upper-middle quantiles of countries in the Global South; a fourth of Global South countries share with several of ours a recent history of armed conflict (56) and, as in the rest of the Global South, our sites exhibit wide variation in institutions, from dictatorships to electoral democracies (Table 2).

If community policing practices work in some but not all of these environments, it may be because of variations in institutional settings and baseline conditions. If these practices yield little progress in all contexts, then this may provide evidence that increasing the strength of community policing practices does not address the core challenges of crime and insecurity in the Global South.

### Compliance with treatment

The police complied with the planned community policing practices, but unevenly, only on some compliance measures, and differently across sites. Our index measure of citizen awareness of community meetings and police patrol frequency increased in each site (Fig. 1). In Liberia, there was a 1.662 SD increase ($P < 0.001$) in the compliance index; in the other cases, increases were smaller, between 0.159 and 0.447 SD (all statistically distinguishable from no effect at the 0.05 level, except in Brazil as described below). However, our measures of compliance are imperfect. Several sites did not aim to increase foot or vehicle patrol frequency (e.g., in Colombia, where frequent foot patrols were already in place). Compliance in several dimensions of treatment, including problem-oriented policing work and watch forums, is not measured. We estimate large

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political freedoms</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Colombia</th>
<th>Liberia</th>
<th>Pakistan</th>
<th>Philippines</th>
<th>Uganda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regime type</td>
<td>Partly free</td>
<td>Partly free</td>
<td>Partly free</td>
<td>Partly free</td>
<td>Partly free</td>
<td>Not free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption score</td>
<td>Electoral democracy</td>
<td>Electoral democracy</td>
<td>Electoral democracy</td>
<td>Electoral autocracy</td>
<td>Electoral autocracy</td>
<td>Electoral autocracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal justice score</td>
<td>45/100</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income category</td>
<td>Upper middle</td>
<td>Upper middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Lower middle</td>
<td>Lower middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality (Gini coefficient)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study site</td>
<td>Santa Catarina</td>
<td>Medellin</td>
<td>Monrovia</td>
<td>Punjab Province</td>
<td>Sorsogon Province</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Large city</td>
<td>Large city</td>
<td>Two districts</td>
<td>Province</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of crime victimization (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple assault</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed robbery</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in police (%)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen cooperation (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police capacity indicators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorbike</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers per capita</td>
<td>1,473</td>
<td>1,333</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td>1,560</td>
<td>1,991</td>
<td>1,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget per officer</td>
<td>$56,000</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td>$3642</td>
<td>$3400</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens per station</td>
<td>143,000</td>
<td>21,428</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>44,444</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer rotation rate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15 months</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>17 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
changes in awareness of community meetings, but we cannot distinguish them from no effect (estimate = 0.996 SD, P = 0.1). The police held many meetings as part of the treatment, 109 in Brazil and >800 in the Philippines (table S1). Average attendance ranged between 10 people in the Philippines and 51 in Uganda. Many meetings were attended by hundreds of citizens. These figures are evidence of the police’s compliance in holding meetings, which were an essential aspect of treatment, and demand for community policing from citizens.

We estimated small increases that are statistically indistinguishable from zero in foot patrols (estimate = 0.059, P = 0.259) and vehicle patrol frequency (estimate = 0.091, P = 0.064). The police in our sites appeared to patrol on foot less intensely at baseline and in treatment areas than prominent past studies in the United States. For example, in the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment, officers patrolled 16 hours a day 5 days a week in treatment areas (57). We do not have direct measures of foot patrol frequency, but we surveyed citizens about how frequently they saw officers patrolling on foot. At the low end, 7% of citizens in Uganda and 11% in Liberia reported seeing officers daily or weekly. The rest ranged from 29% (Pakistan) to 70% (Philippines). There was not a large increase in foot patrol frequency.

Our six sites compare favorably to recent tests of increased citizen-police contact in the Global South. Recent studies focused on 20- to 30-min face-to-face visits with 25 households over single 1- to 3-day visits to rural villages in Liberia (32) and town hall meetings with citizens four or five times over 14 months lasting 1.5 to 3 hours in rural Liberia (29). In our sites, town hall meetings were held approximately semiannually (Brazil and Uganda), once every three months (Colombia), bimonthly (Liberia), or monthly (Pakistan). In the Philippines, the community engagement treatment was not community meetings but more intensive interactions in small groups during foot patrols. Additional meetings as part of community watch forums were held in Liberia and Uganda.

Contact in meetings was not much less frequent than in prominent success stories in the United States (19). Sizable proportions of citizens in treatment areas reported hearing about citizen-police meetings in most but not all sites (Brazil: 8%; Colombia: 37%; Liberia: 41%; Pakistan: 5%; Philippines: 25%; Uganda: 45%). These proportions are somewhat but not markedly lower than the proportion of Chicagoans (60%) who had heard about that city’s canonical community policing program 5 years into its implementation (19). Meeting attendance rates ranged from 6 to 35% (Brazil: 6%; Colombia: 8%; Liberia: 31%; Philippines: 16%; and Uganda 35%), proportions comparable to the annual reach of the Chicago meetings (the attendance question was mistakenly excluded in the Pakistan study).

In Brazil, our encouragement design did not translate into higher take-up of the community policing program. We failed to reject the null hypothesis of zero effects in the first stage (table S13). One explanation is that the Rede de Vizinhanos program had expanded substantially when our study began compared with when we planned our encouragement. In addition, there was noncompliance in the administration of the encouragement: The police did not hold meetings in 11 locations where they were randomly assigned to hold meetings. We present the meta-analysis results including Brazil as we preregistered, but they are essentially unchanged, with Brazil excluded given the low precision of the study’s estimates.

**Main results**

Community policing generated none of the main effects that we hypothesized. In the meta-analysis, we found no impact of increased community policing practices on any of our primary outcomes: crime victimization, perceptions of insecurity, citizen perceptions of police, police abuse, or citizen cooperation with police (Fig. 2, top panel). Community policing also did not appear to backfire.

We can rule out even very small effects in a positive or negative direction for most outcomes. The meta-analysis confidence intervals rule out reductions in crime larger than –0.078 SDs (and increases larger than 0.047 SDs) as measured in surveys. We also saw no decrease in crime when measured through police administrative data (P = 0.109); indeed, the estimated effect was positive. In terms of overall perceptions of police, there was a 0.051 SD increase (P = 0.075). In terms of minimum detectable effect sizes, the standard post hoc rule of thumb of 2.8 times the SE suggests that we can rule out improvements (or backslash) of >0.089 SDs in crime victimization and 0.080 SDs in police perceptions. However, in

![Compliance with treatment](image-url)
Fig. 2. Community policing does not improve (or harm) crime victimization, citizen perceptions of the police, police perceptions of citizens, or citizen-police cooperation. We report meta-analytic estimates of intent-to-treat effects pooling across contexts for each of the primary outcomes, mechanism outcomes that we used to evaluate the channel of effects, and secondary outcomes, along with 95% confidence intervals. We present the estimate, SE, and, for the primary outcomes, a P value adjusted for multiple testing.

several cases, such large reductions in crime outcomes were unlikely simply because of low base rates (e.g., in Brazil and the Philippines; Table 2). For other outcomes, if there were effects of community policing that we failed to detect, they are likely to be very small given the narrow confidence intervals and small minimum detectable effects. We did not find the large impacts observed in contexts in the Global North or the effects expected by practitioners who advocate community policing in the Global South.

The null effects do not hide heterogeneity across sites: Community policing did not lead to the expected changes across our eight hypotheses in any of the six sites (Fig. 3). We saw no effects distinguishable from zero in our eight primary outcomes in any of the six sites. We did, however, find effects on secondary measures of citizen attitudes toward the police in three sites. In Liberia and Pakistan, we found sizable shifts in our measure of perceived police intentions (Liberia: 0.760 SDs, P = 0.001; Pakistan: 1.321 SDs, P < 0.001). In Colombia, perceptions of police capacity increased (0.115 SD; P = 0.006). In Brazil, we were not able to rule out large changes from community policing for any outcome because of the low compliance rate, which leads to very wide estimated confidence intervals. In terms of crime, in our secondary measure using administrative data, we saw a positive shift in reported crime in one site: Uganda. Data on crime from police blotters conflates crime incidence and crime reporting to police. We suspect that this finding reflects increases in reporting, not incidence.

Within each site, the null effects do not reflect cross-cutting effects in opposing directions: We did not find heterogeneous effects by baseline crime rate, trust in police, community trust, or perceived state legitimacy in any of our primary outcomes. Moreover, we found no evidence of heterogeneous effects across any factor in tests of equal variances across the treatment and control groups in any site (see the supplementary materials, section C.6.1).

Our results also do not hide heterogeneity in index components. There were no average effects of community policing on any index item in the eight primary indices in the meta-analysis (Fig. 4). In addition, there were no effects on any of the intermediate outcomes that we hypothesized as being mechanisms for improving citizen trust and effectiveness of the police (Fig. 2, middle panel). Community policing did not increase citizen perceptions of police intentions, knowledge of criminal justice procedures, norms of cooperation with police, perceptions of police capacity, or perceptions of the responsiveness of police. Community policing also did not affect trust in the state or communal trust, our secondary outcomes (Fig. 2, bottom panel).

Why did community policing fail to increase cooperation and reduce crime victimization? We can rule out several explanations that we preregistered. We did not see evidence that citizens refused to cooperate with police because of a mismatch between raised citizen expectations and the police’s inability to deliver promised changes in practice; there was no change in citizen perceptions of police capacity or intentions (P = 0.325 and P = 0.136, respectively). We also saw no evidence that community policing crowded out positive changes by increasing contact between citizens and police who may engage in abuse or extortion; the rate of police abuse did not change (P = 0.811). Crime displacement also did not appear to drive our results. If community policing reduced crime by pushing criminal activity out to other places, then we would expect to see reductions in treated areas between baseline and end line and increases in control areas. We did not observe
this pattern in crime victimization measured in citizen surveys or police data in any site. We fail to reject the null of no difference at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level. However, this is not a direct test of the presence of spillover effects, and patterns of interference that do not conform to police beats remain possible (30). However, these patterns are unlikely to explain our results in study sites focused on rural areas, where the distances between treatment and control units are generally large, and where residents often do not have easy access to transportation.

Our treatment might have had large effects on those directly affected (e.g., community meeting participants) but none on the broader study community. Our surveys measured outcomes for all residents in treated and control areas, not just meeting attendees. If this were the case, then we would expect to see null effects, because our sample of meeting participants was small relative to the population. We leave this question to further research, but we note that this is not the theory of change proposed by advocates of community policing, who argue that community policing practices lead to changes in citizen cooperation, police attitudes toward citizens, and crime that reinforce one another (16, 17, 19). Our results suggest that the effects of community policing, at least of interventions of similar scope and intensity to those implemented in our six sites, will be small on communities as a whole.

Our interventions were shorter than some prominent examples of community policing in the United States, such as that in Chicago (19), which lasted years. Our community policing intervention lasted between 6 months (Pakistan) and 17 months (Philippines). Given
that community policing advocates describe successful implementations as organization-wide movements or cultural shifts, the effects may simply take longer.

We designed our outcome measurement to capture the impact of community policing broadly regardless of whether our theory of citizen-police relations underlies its effects. Thus, our null results imply that if increases to community policing practices did lead to changes, then they would only be found in peripheral outcomes not identified by scholars as being of central importance.

**Discussion**

We studied the effects of locally appropriate increases in community policing practices in six varied contexts. We found that the police did not fully implement the intensive changes to policing practices that the celebrated models of community policing would imply. The changes they did pursue did not lead to a virtuous cycle of citizen cooperation with police efforts to fight crime in any of the six sites.

Why did community policing fail to deliver?

We leveraged qualitative data to identify constraints the police faced that could have contributed to these results. We asked each study team to fill out a questionnaire about their experiences working with the police. Each
team recontacted their research staff to collect information about implementation. Teams reviewed written transcripts collected at community meetings. Finally, we interviewed our police partners after the interventions ended.

From these materials, we identified three structural constraints that may have impeded change: (i) a lack of prioritization of community policing by police leadership, (ii) the rotation of community policing officers and the police leaders championing the reform, and (iii) limited resources to follow up on concerns identified by citizens. These constraints are not unique to our contexts; they are common in many parts of the Global South (33, 58, 59).

The first problem was prioritizing community policing among the other responsibilities of the police. Police agencies that chose to partner with us were interested in implementing community policing reforms and learning whether community policing was an effective tool. We worked directly with each agency, coordinating the intervention across levels of police hierarchy and with other government officials in some cases. At the outset, we believed that these partnerships represented a best-case scenario in terms of police buy-in and that compliance would, if anything, be higher than in typical practice. Instead, in our observations and interviews with citizens and the police, it was clear in several sites that this was not the case. In Uganda, for example, senior leadership in the Uganda Police Force did not ultimately commit substantial political capital to the project and in general had limited ability (and will) to supervise station-level officers. As a result, station leadership could safely not prioritize community policing responsibilities.

Prioritizing tasks not traditionally within the remit of police was a particular problem. In community meetings, citizens often raised local issues distinct from the major crimes that often occupied police effort. Although sharing concerns that reflect underlying causes of insecurity is a core component of community policing, there were formal and informal barriers to spending time addressing them. In the Philippines, officers received the message from commanders that “major” crimes related to murder, drugs, and a local insurgency were higher priority than the “local” issues often raised by citizens. In Pakistan, the barriers are institutional: Police could not by law respond to many of the problems consistently identified by the community during their forum discussions because they involved “non-cognizable” crimes such as domestic abuse, harassment, and financial misconduct. As one community policing officer put it, “We take these problems to our [station lead officer] and instead of helping us implement the agreed actions, he ignores them and gives us other tasks to do.” Administrative records of community meetings in the Pakistan site confirm this pattern: The police followed up on <25% of the problems selected by the forums. Similarly, officers in the Philippines often referred issues not in the remit of the police to other government agencies, but it was common knowledge that these other agencies had low capacity for addressing the referrals.

The regular rotation of police leadership in several contexts also interrupted initially strong interest. In Pakistan, regional and district-level leaders were transferred multiple times during the study period, which led to further changes at the station house level and transfers of community police officers. In the Philippines, our primary partner in the Sorsogon provincial police was promoted out of the province weeks into implementing the study, reducing buy-in for the intervention. Municipal police leaders were also rotated out.

Rotation was even more frequent for local station chiefs and rank-and-file officers in many sites. We depended on local leaders to align incentives and provide rank-and-file officers resources to carry out community policing tasks. Turnover in officers assigned to carry out community policing tasks may be a problem for two reasons: (i) a lack of training for officers who join the program after its inception and (ii) difficulty establishing rapport with citizens and local leaders during short assignments. In Uganda, officers rotate between police posts on average every 17 months, in Colombia every 15 months, and in Pakistan every month. The police typically did not have resources to train up new officers rotated into treated posts, so many did not receive full training in community policing practices. In the Philippines, we estimate that only 54% of officers in our study area at midline were still receiving training in community policing practices. In Pakistan, we estimate that only 38% of officers in our study area at midline were still receiving training in community policing practices.

Capacity constraints may also mute effects. Officers in some cases reported that they were asked to carry out additional duties related to community policing, such as investigating concerns raised by citizens in community forums, but were not provided the additional resources to do so. In others, the resource constraint was already binding in terms of salary, transportation, or materials for investigation. In Pakistan, an officer told us: “Yesterday, I was on beat patrolling all night that was unconnected to the program. Today I was asked by the [station house officer] to travel to Lahore on my own expense to appear in court in connection with a case that is unconnected to the program. I haven’t eaten anything since the morning, it is unfair to expect me to be punctual and behave well in community meetings with such a tough work routine.”

If the police cannot investigate crimes and concerns raised by citizens, then community policing is unlikely to lead to reductions in crime or to build citizen trust. In Liberia, Pakistan, and Uganda, a lack of funds for investigations and travel appears to have been a binding constraint. In Liberia, for example, after taking into account salaries, funds for all nonsalary police expenses such as fuel amount to just US $4 million for the entire county (source: Government of the Republic of Liberia Draft National Budget FY 2017-18). In our study areas in Uganda, only 10% of police stations receive a monthly fuel allowance; none of the smaller police posts do. Ugandan police stations in our sample average a single motorbike for transportation, and posts average less than one.

The three issues also may interact. Many argue that successful community policing requires a partnership between the police and other municipal agencies to enable nonpolicing responses to concerns raised by citizens (19). The lack of ongoing buy-in that resulted from the rotation of station leaders and our research partners likely further undermined the possibility for interagency cooperation in problem-oriented policing.

Future research should identify whether community policing is effective when implemented alongside changes such as prioritizing openness to citizen input, incentivizing unit commanders and rank-and-file officers to change how they engage with the community, and providing officers with the resources they need to respond to concerns raised by citizens. The beneficial effects of community policing that have been observed in some settings in rich countries may reflect not only the outcomes of the intervention itself but also these salient background conditions. However, the structural constraints that we identified here are not unique to contexts in the Global South; they are shared with some places where police reforms such as community policing are being proposed, including in the United States and other countries in the Global North.

Our results sound a note of caution for community policing advocates around the world. Individual reforms are implemented in complex institutional environments. Those environments can foster or hinder the efficacy of community policing, including whether officers comply with community policing protocols and if they respond to concerns raised by the community. The challenge going forward is to identify which structural conditions are required for incremental reforms such as community policing to matter or to refocus attention on the major structural changes in police departments that may be needed.

Materials and Methods
We briefly describe the research design for each experiment and for the meta-analysis. We provide study-specific details on sampling and treatment assignment procedures in the supplementary materials, section A.3, and a codebook of outcome measures in table S23.
Interventions

We worked with each police agency to identify concrete, locally appropriate ways to make a meaningful increase in the strength of community policing, informed by global best practices (17, 18). Our intervention focused on increasing the frequency of beat patrols, community meetings, reporting hotlines, and problem-oriented policing. In some contexts, this meant building on existing approaches, whereas in others, a community orientation was largely new. The result is a set of interventions with core features in common and complementary elements that differ across contexts (Table 3). The variation in the interventions across our sites reflects the diversity of implementation of community policing around the world (22). We interpret our effects as being estimates of what happens when a police agency decides to increase its commitment to community policing, tailored on the basis of its existing policing practices and local context. We briefly outline the intervention in each site (further details are provided in the supplementary materials, sections A.1 and A.2).

Santa Catarina State, Brazil

Our intervention in Brazil had two components: town hall meetings to encourage the formation of ongoing communication between citizens and police through new chat groups on the WhatsApp platform and the groups themselves, in which officers collected suggestions and concerns.

The police implemented the program in 300-m circular locations commanders identified as suitable. Each location was in an urban part of Santa Catarina, with a population density of 445 people/km². Precinct commanders recruited officers for the program, in some cases full-time and in others only a fraction of their time.

City of Medellín, Colombia

The Policía Metropolitana del Valle de Aburrá (MEVAL) implemented changed community policing practices at the beat level across Medellin for the study. MEVAL is a division of the national police but with some policy authority and funding responsibility delegated to the municipal government. The police focused on prioritized neighborhoods of similar size at the center of the beat. Beats are small (0.44 km²) and highly dense (26,341 people/km²).

The intervention consisted of community meetings, three per beat, one every three months. The police assigned two patrol officers to attend each session, and higher-ranking officers or government officials sometimes also participated. Officers outlined police roles, shared reporting lines, and talked with citizens. Most meetings concluded with a cooperation agreement that identified three top problems and actions each party would take to address them.

The police recruited station chiefs across the city to participate and selected two community policing officers. Meetings were added to the officers’ tablas de acciones mínimas requeridas (“Tamir”) or daily required activity document. Meeting facilitators helped police structure and organize meetings according to a standard format; no other special training was provided.

City of Monrovia, Liberia

The Liberian National Police shifted community policing practices for our study in Monrovia’s densely populated urban neighborhoods (7811 people/km²). The police nominated 35 communities labeled as priority areas with high crime; we randomly sampled 65 to supplement this set. The intervention targeted central parts of each community.

The intervention involved holding town hall meetings, increased foot patrol frequency, and encouragement to form a community watch forum. Community policing officers organized and led the intervention. These officers had responsibility for spearheading community outreach events and were assigned to most police stations throughout Monrovia. Officers used town hall meetings to encourage communities to form a community watch group. Officers undertook the intervention activities at the expense of regular duties. No special training was provided, but these community policing officers received ad hoc training in the past from international actors such as the United Nations.

Sheikhupura and Nankana Sahib districts, Punjab Province, Pakistan

The Punjab Police implemented the study intervention in police beats in urban and rural parts of the Sheikhupura and Nankana Sahib districts. Urban beats average 9.5 km² in area and have a population density of 5698 people/
The intervention consisted of townhalls, selected increases in foot patrols, encouragement of the use of a police hotline, a problem-oriented policing program, and encouragement to form community watch forums.

Officers were selected to participate by each district’s police human resources establishment branch. Local officers from the treatment beats were given preference, and chosen officers added the community policing responsibilities to their existing duties. The police ran a 4-day training program in partnership with the premier police training college in Punjab Province.

**Sorsogon Province, Philippines**

We partnered with the Philippine National Police in Sorsogon Province to implement increases in community policing practices in selected barangays in urban and rural parts of the province. Barangays consist of neighborhoods in the cities (average area 2.1 km², 4800 people/km²) and larger rural districts (average area 3.3 km², 1125 people/km²).

The intervention consisted of foot patrols in a first phase and a problem-oriented policing program second. On patrol, officers were instructed to engage citizens they encountered, make stops at businesses and schools, make home visits, attend barangay assembly meetings, and hold informal gatherings with groups of citizens. In some randomly assigned barangays, police conducted joint patrols with local tanods.

Most officers took part in the first phase. In the second phase, a randomly selected subset of officers participated. The police trained officers for both phases.

**Uganda**

We worked with the Uganda Police Force to implement community policing practices at rural police stations prioritized by the police for regional balance and crime rates. Some stations had multiple police posts within them, in which case we randomly selected a single post in which to focus the work.

The intervention consisted of town hall meetings, door-to-door visits, night patrols, and the formation of neighborhood watch teams. Officers selected by the police were reassigned from other tasks to participate in community policing activities.

**Sampling**

We studied targeted areas where our police partners believed community policing would be most effective (see the supplementary materials, section A.3). We randomly sampled citizens within these areas, in most cases using random walk procedures, and surveyed selected citizens. We did not sample citizens on the basis of their interactions with police or lack thereof. In our view, this is a virtue of the design. If community policing is to be used cost-effectively, then it must reduce crime and increase trust in the community broadly, not just for the relatively small number of people directly exposed.

**Treatment assignment**

The studies rely on randomization of police beats, neighborhoods, districts, or police stations to a control condition or the common community policing treatment arm. In some cases, we blocked randomization on pretreatment measures from baseline surveys and administrative crime data.

In most studies, there was also a second treatment group that, per our preregistration, we will not analyze here. In the Philippines site, a community engagement program was rolled out first and then a problem-oriented policing program (we estimate the combined effect using an end line after the police implemented both phases); in the other five, the police rolled out the intervention all at once. In Brazil, the treatment was an encouragement to form community-police groups.

**Outcome measurement**

We collected four sets of outcome measures, harmonized across all sites: crime, citizen attitudes toward the police, citizen cooperation with the police, and police behavior (Table 4).

We designed common measures to be used in all six sites to estimate the effects of community policing on common scales. We obtained administrative crime data from each police agency and aggregated them into standardized crime types. We developed shared citizen and police officer survey instruments, which we then translated into local languages and adapted to each local context. We enumerated the small number of cases in which measures differ across sites in table S3.

We aimed to measure a comprehensive set of outcomes. As our systematic review demonstrates, we are one of the few studies that measured both crime and citizen trust outcomes together. Moreover, very few studies have surveyed officers in addition to citizens even though changes in officer behavior is a core part of the theory of change.

First, we measured crime incidence using police blotter data and crime victimization surveys of citizens and building on past surveys (29, 60). We treated the surveys as our primary measure, because police blotter data confound crime incidence and reporting to police. We also measured police abuse incidence using citizen surveys.

Second, we measured the attitudes, norms, and knowledge of citizens using surveys. We measured trust in the police, perceptions of police (their intentions, responsiveness, and capacity), perceptions of insecurity, knowledge of criminal justice procedures, norms of cooperation with the police, perceived state legitimacy, and communal trust.

To measure the effects on citizen cooperation, reporting crimes and police abuse, we relied on survey questions that asked, for each offense for which the respondent was a victim, whether the crime was reported to the police. To avoid posttreatment bias by analyzing reporting conditional on crime victimization (61), we examined two sets of treatment effects in tandem: the impact on crime victimization rates and the impact on a recoded reporting variable, where zero represents either not being victimized or being victimized and not reporting and one means victimization and reporting.

We measured police officer attitudes and reported behaviors toward citizens with surveys. In Colombia, Pakistan, and Uganda, officers were randomized into treated areas and control areas by virtue of randomizing neighborhoods and police stations. In these settings, we estimated the effect of community policing on officer attitudes.

**Analysis strategy**

To estimate treatment effects in each study, we used linear regressions with an indicator for the common treatment arm controlling, when possible, for baseline outcomes and if treatment assignment was block randomized, also for block fixed effects. We interpreted these effects as intent-to-treat effects given the imperfect compliance with assigned treatment that we document. We weighted the regressions by the inverse of the product of the probability of inclusion in the sample, when calculable, and the probability of assignment to treatment (62). We report CR2 robust SEs clustered at the level of treatment assignment to account for our cluster-randomized design (62, 63).

In Brazil, instead of intent-to-treat effects, we estimated complier average causal effects using instrumental variables estimation because of the nature of the Brazil study’s treatment. The randomized encouragement consisted of a single meeting with a police commander, who informed residents about how to form a community forum. The endogenous treatment was the forum being formed, most similar to treatment in the other sites where watch forums were created and community meetings were held throughout the treatment period.

We pooled the study estimates in a random-effects meta-analysis (64) to assess the average effects of community policing and how effects vary across contexts.

We took two steps to address the risk of false discovery from multiple comparisons: We constructed eight indices representing our main hypotheses and then applied the Benjamini-Hochberg (65) adjustment to P values. Together, the eight represent a test of the hypothesis that increases in community policing practices can
Table 4. Outcome measures and data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Outcome index</th>
<th>Index components (if more than one)</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcomes</td>
<td>Crime victimization index*</td>
<td>Violent crime (personal); nonviolent crime (personal); violent crime (community); nonviolent crime (community)</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a.</td>
<td>Crime victimization index (administrative)*</td>
<td>Violent crime; nonviolent crime</td>
<td>Police blotters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a. (alt.)</td>
<td>Perceived future insecurity index</td>
<td>Feared violent crime; feared walking</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Overall perceptions of police index</td>
<td>Trust in police; trust in service of police</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a.</td>
<td>Police perceptions of citizens index†</td>
<td>Abuse index; accountability index; corruption index; empathy index</td>
<td>Officer survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b.</td>
<td>Police abuse</td>
<td>Violent crime (personal); nonviolent crime (community); nonviolent crime reporting (community); nonviolent crime reporting (personal); resolution of crime index</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a.</td>
<td>Crime reporting index</td>
<td>Violent crime (personal); violent crime (community); nonviolent crime reporting (community); nonviolent crime reporting (personal); resolution of crime index</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b.</td>
<td>Crime tips index</td>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c.</td>
<td>Police abuse reporting index</td>
<td>Beating community member; verbal abuse</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism outcomes</td>
<td>Perceived police intentions index</td>
<td>Corruption; treat fairly; treat seriously</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1a.</td>
<td>Knowledge of criminal justice‡</td>
<td>Legal knowledge; knowledge of how to report crimes</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1b.</td>
<td>Cooperation norms index</td>
<td>Reporting norm (theft); reporting norm (domestic abuse); obey police norm</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2a.</td>
<td>Perceived police capacity index</td>
<td>Police timeliness; police investigation capacity</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2b.</td>
<td>Perceived police responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary outcomes</td>
<td>Perceived state legitimacy§</td>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.</td>
<td>Community trust</td>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.</td>
<td>Compliance index</td>
<td>Foot patrol frequency; vehicle patrol frequency; community meeting awareness</td>
<td>Citizen survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Colombia estimates are not included in the meta-estimate because of a difference in measurement. A common measure of crime victimization with all estimates is included in the supplementary materials. †Brazil, Liberia, and Philippines sites are not included in the meta-analysis because officers were not randomized into participation in community policing or control because of the organizational structure of the police agency. ‡Philippines’ estimates are not included in the meta-analysis because of a difference in measurement. §Uganda and Pakistan sites are not included in the meta-analysis because state legitimacy was not measured in these two cases.

reduce crime and build trust in the police. We adjusted each set of P values for suboutcomes within a hypothesis with the same procedure.

**Ethics**

The experiments described in this paper raise an important and unique set of ethical considerations (see the supplementary materials, section A.4, for an extended discussion of ethical issues). Each experiment was motivated by high levels of citizen mistrust in the police and concerns about police behavior, including corruption and abuse of power. However, all of the experiments involved direct collaboration between research teams and these same police agencies. Although we shared with the police the goal of understanding how potential reforms to police practices might change police behavior and police-citizen interactions, we were also highly attentive to concerns that these partnerships might implicate us as researchers in actions that might cause harm to individuals. For this reason, the research teams went beyond the traditional standards imposed by institutional review boards and national laws. As part of this joint project, each site’s team weighed the costs and benefits of partnering with each police agency seriously, focused on minimizing the risk of any potential harm from the intervention, and sought to provide transparency and informed consent to all participants in the research.

Several best practices emerged in the process. First, we carefully considered the appropriateness of the local context in the design of each experiment. For example, with obvious concerns about police complicity in the abusive war on drugs in the Philippines, the research team focused their collaboration with the police in Sorsogon, a province where drug trafficking is not a salient issue. More broadly, teams engaged in substantial pre-vetting of police units and areas to ensure that the work was being done in places where risks to citizens were relatively low. Second, we ensured that the police provided training for participating officers as part of the intervention. The focus was on developing meaningful training practices that could influence how police officers think about their relationship with citizens and carry out community policing activities. Third, and perhaps most importantly, each team developed an extensive risk mitigation plan. The teams often deployed monitors on the ground to observe police activities. Each team developed clear red lines to guide decisions about ending researcher participation in response to public safety and police behavior concerns. Finally, teams were committed to transparency about the research and the protection of confidentiality for research subjects. Given the sensitivity of survey responses about police behavior and abuse, it was important that the information we collected be anonymized and presented only in the aggregate to our police partners.

Although we worked in partnership with the police, we did not see this as transferring our ethical responsibilities to a third party. Throughout, we were careful to evaluate the risks associated with these partnerships, the potential of the research to improve police practices for the better, and how we could identify and mitigate potential harm throughout the research process.
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**Easier said than done**

High-profile instances of police brutality in the last few years have brought attention to patterns of abuse that have existed since the inception of modern policing. There have been many calls for police reform, a process that in many countries has taken the form of increased police engagement with communities. Blair *et al.* report the results of a large-scale experiment testing the effectiveness of this approach across six countries in the Southern Hemisphere (see the Perspective by Tobon). They found that such community engagement did not increase trust in the police and it did not reduce crime. Improving relationships between police and community may require deeper structural changes before or in addition to approaches such as community policing. —SNV
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